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Classical conditioning practice worksheet

Practice with Classical Conditioner For each example below, identify unconditional stimulus (US), unconditional response (UR), conditional stimulus (CS), and conditional response (CR). Example: In his dilapidated old apartment, every time someone flushed the toilet while Tom was showering, he immediately jumped out of the water because it would turn the water ice. Now that
he's in a new, more modern apartment, the water is no longer ice cold when someone flushes the toilet, but Tom keeps jumping. USA: Water turning ice cold UR: Jumping from under water CS: Toilet flushing CR: Jumping from under water 1. There's a short circuit overhead in Tom's lab, and every time he touches it, he's in shock. After a while Tom hesitates every time he is about
to touch his head. USA: short circuit shock reception UR: hesitation CS: reaching for overhead in cr lab: hesitation 2. Tom gets hungry every time he goes into the kitchen. USA: Make Food UR: Goes to the kitchen CS: When hungry CR: goes to the kitchen 3. Tom's eyes begin to water at the mere sight of cats, because he is allergic to them. USA: Allergy UR: Tom's eyes start
water CS: looking at cats CR: Tom's eyes start water 4. One of Toms' friends has a night of excessive drinking, consuming many Vodka screwdrivers and eating a lot of pizza and salad with bacon. After she got sick, she refuses to eat pieces of bacon. USA: excessive drinking UR: causes disease CS: eating / smelling bacon pieces CR: causes disease 5. To stop bad habits,
sometimes it is recommended to put a rubber band around your wrist and attach it every time you notice that you are doing this behavior. USA: bark rubber band UR: pain CS: acting on bad habits CR: pain 6. Before you go to chemo, they often give you a distinctive meal to eat. After treatment, you can not stand that food. USA: chemotherapy UR: loss of appetite for foods that
were given to you during treatment CS: foods that were given to you during the treatment of CR: loss of appetite 7. You will meet a new person who is cooking is very good. After a few meals, you begin to fall in love. USA: People's Personality UR: Fall in Love CS: Dishes cooked by your boo bear CR: Fall in love 8. Whenever you watch a scary show, you always have a big bowl of
popcorn. Now you'll find that just having a cup of popcorn makes you feel creepy. Later, your spooky show is canceled and you start eating popcorn while watching Seinfeld. Now popcorn makes you feel happy. USA: TV show UR: emotional reaction to the show CS: popcorn ate during tv show CR: emotional reaction to show 9. You always do your homework on the table. After a
very difficult semester, you'll find sitting at the table depressing. USA: do your homework UR: depressing CS: sitting at the table doing homework on CR: Depressing 10. You want to quit smoking, so you sit at home and shock yourself every time you reach for a cigarette. Your smoking is dropping. When you go out with your friends your smoking returns to the same level. US:
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